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Abstract

The ribosome translates the genetic information encoded in messenger RNA into protein. Folded 

structures in the coding region of an mRNA represent a kinetic barrier that slows the peptide 

elongation rate, as the ribosome must disrupt structures it encounters in the mRNA at its entry site 

to enable translocation to the next codon. Such structures are exploited by the cell to create diverse 

strategies for translation regulation, such as programmed frameshifting1,2, protein expression 

levels3,4, ribosome localization5, and cotranslational protein folding6. Although strand separation 

activity is inherent to the ribosome, requiring no exogenous helicases7, its mechanism is still 

unknown. Here, using a single-molecule optical tweezers assay on mRNA hairpins, we find that 

the translation rate of identical codons at the decoding center is greatly influenced by the G•C 

content of folded structures at the mRNA entry site. Furthermore, force applied to the ends of the 

hairpin to favor its unfolding significantly speeds translation. Quantitative analysis of the force 

dependence of its helicase activity reveals that the ribosome, unlike previously studied helicases, 

uses two distinct active mechanisms to unwind mRNA structure: (i) it destabilizes the helical 

junction at the mRNA entry site by biasing its thermal fluctuations toward the open state, 

increasing the probability for the ribosome to translocate unhindered; and (ii) it also mechanically 

pulls apart the mRNA single-strands of the closed junction during the conformational changes that 

accompany ribosome translocation. Our results establish a quantitative mechanical basis for 
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understanding the mechanism of regulation of the elongation rate of translation by structured 

mRNAs.

To monitor ribosome translation and mRNA unwinding with optical tweezers, we use a 

hairpin-forming mRNA that has a single-stranded 5′ overhang that includes the Shine-

Dalgarno sequence and the start codon for ribosome loading8 (Figures 1a and S1). 

Translation starts with the introduction of a translation mixture in the tweezers flow 

chamber.

Single-stranded mRNA enters the ribosome through the ring-shaped mRNA entry site 

formed by ribosomal proteins S3, S4 and S5, and wraps around the neck of the 30S 

ribosomal subunit in an RNA-rich channel that accommodates about 30 nucleotides9. The 

average tunnel diameter is smaller than that of an RNA double helix, so secondary structures 

in the mRNA must be disrupted for it to move through the tunnel. A crystal structure9, bulk 

oligonucleotide displacement assays7, and optical tweezers measurements reported here 

(Figure S2) yielded a distance of 13 ± 2 (s.d.) nucleotides from the first nucleotide in the P 

site to the mRNA entry site. Therefore, as shown in Figure 2a, when the ribosome translates 

codon i at the A site, translocation to the next codon requires the unwinding of codon (i + 4) 

downstream.

To investigate the effect of hairpin stability on the rate of translation, we designed two 

hairpin-containing mRNAs, hpValGC50 and hpValGC100, that differ only in the hairpin 

region, specifically in the G•C content of the codons downstream of 10 Val codons (Figures 

2a and S1). Translation of the third to tenth Val codons on hpValGC50 mRNA is 

accompanied by unwinding of a helix with close to 50% G•C content (46%). For 

hpValGC100 mRNA, translation of the third to sixth Val codons results in unwinding of the 

seventh to tenth Val codons, also forming a helix with similar G•C content (42%), but 

translation of the seventh to tenth Val codons is accompanied by unwinding the first four 

codons (Arg or Ala) that follow the Val stretch, a helix with 100% G•C content. Translation 

steps preceding the third Val codon were excluded from data analysis because the finite 

mixing time in the flow chamber made rate measurements for these first codons difficult. 

Unless noted otherwise, elongation factors were used at saturation concentrations (Figure 

S3) so that their binding to the ribosome was not rate limiting. Under our conditions, less 

than 5% of the ribosomes stalled before translating all the Val codons in the hpValGC50 

mRNA.

To characterize helicase activity, we apply different constant forces to the ends of these 

hairpins. Figure 1b shows a typical translation trajectory revealing periods of constant 

mRNA end-to-end distance (pauses) followed by periods of sudden distance increase 

(bursts). The burst between two pauses represents ribosome translocation, the movement of 

the ribosome from one codon to the next. We obtain single-codon resolution at forces above 

11 pN; the upper force value accessible to these experiments is approximately 3 pN below 

the opening force (Fc) for the hairpin. When held at constant forces closer to Fc, the hairpin 

unfolds spontaneously before translation is finished. To extend this range and to measure the 

average translation rate for each individual ribosome down to 3 pN, we use a novel “force-

drop/force-jump” technique (Figure S4).
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Burst times (Figure S5) have an average duration of 22 ± 3 (s.e.m.) ms, and show no 

dependence on force or on the concentrations of elongation factors. Translation rates, which 

are determined by the pause lengths, depend monotonically on force (Figure 2b) —under 

saturating elongation factor concentrations the average pause time varies between ∼2 s and 

∼4 s at high and low forces, respectively—and follow a Michaelis-Menten dependence on 

the concentrations of elongation factors EF-G and EF-Tu (Figure S3). These observations 

suggest that translocation can be considered as a single-barrier crossing process (see section 

1 in supplementary discussion). A mechano-chemical analysis10 of the dependence of the 

translation rate on elongation factor concentration at high and low force was done to 

determine which kinetic steps in the reaction are affected by the application of force on the 

junction, and thus which kinetic steps involve motion of the ribosome through the junction. 

This analysis (see section 2 in supplementary discussion) showed that while Km and Vmax 

for both elongation factors increase with increasing force applied to the hairpin, their ratio is 

invariant. This invariance indicates that force does not affect the binding steps of these 

factors. Therefore, the translocation step, which does depend on force, can be separated from 

the previous biochemical steps (Scheme 1).

The translation rates for both hpValGC50 mRNA (∼50% G•C unwinding) and hpValGC100 

mRNA (100% G•C unwinding) show a sigmoid dependence on force (Figure 2b). Clearly, 

the secondary structure of the mRNA represents a rate-limiting barrier to translation by the 

ribosome. The low-force plateau provides an estimate of the translation rate on double-

stranded mRNA; the high-force plateau provides an estimate of the translation rate on 

single-stranded mRNA. The identical unwinding rates at the high-force plateaus for both 

100%G•C and 50%G•C content indicate that single-strand rates are not significantly 

affected by the downstream sequences. The force, FM, at the midpoint of the sigmoid 

transition between double-strand and single-strand rates increases with increasing G•C 

content, consistent with the greater thermodynamic stability of G•C-rich double strands. As 

expected, the average translation rates of unwinding the ∼50% G•C region of hpValGC100 

mRNA and of winding the hpValGC50 mRNA agree at all forces within experimental error 

(Figure S6).

Various qualitative unwinding models, such as a strand exclusion mechanism and a helix-

destabilizing mechanism11, have been proposed for processive helicases based on their 

structures. Mechanical studies of the unwinding activity of several nucleic acid 

helicases12-14, and HIV-1 reverse transcriptase (RT) on DNA templates15 have been 

interpreted in terms of the quantitative Betterton model12,16. The junction at the end of a 

double strand fluctuates rapidly between open and closed states due to thermal energy. The 

Betterton model postulates that: (i) a helicase translocates through the open state of the 

junction; and (ii) an active helicase lowers the free energy of the open state relative to the 

closed state of the junction by the amount ΔGd, thus biasing junction thermal fluctuations 

toward the open conformation. In a totally active helicase, ΔGd is much greater than the base 

pair free energy, so the junction is always open and no longer hinders translocation. A 

passive helicase (ΔGd = 0) depends on junction opening by thermal fluctuations to 

translocate. Of course, in general a helicase will show an unwinding activity between the 

two extremes.
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Applying the Betterton model to determine the extent of destabilization, ΔGd, of a helicase 

can be ambiguous when the step size is unknown and when back tracking can occur14. 

However, in our experiments, a three-base-pair step size is directly measured, and ribosome 

reverse translocation is not observed. Thus, our data and these two constraints are sufficient 

to rule out the Betterton model, as no combination of parameters in that model can fit 

simultaneously the observed low-force plateau, high-force plateau, and mid-point force FM 

of the ribosomal helicase (Figure 2b). Clearly, additional interactions need to be 

incorporated to model the mRNA unwinding by a translating ribosome.

In the Betterton model the value of ΔGd that fits the mid-point force predicts a low-force 

plateau of nearly zero rate (Fig. 2b dashed black line), much smaller than we observe. This 

indicates that in addition to biasing the junction thermal breathing, the ribosome has an 

active mechanism to directly break open a closed junction during translocation. A minimal 

kinetic mechanism required by our results is the following:

Here all biochemical steps in a translation cycle17,18 other than the actual translocation step 

are condensed into a single irreversible rate constant, kpeptide, whereas kss
translocation and 

kds
translocation are the rates of translocation through an open (single-stranded) and closed 

(double-stranded) junction, respectively. In this scheme, kopen and kclosed depend on force, 

junction G•C content, and ΔGd; kds
translocation only depends on junction G•C content; 

kss
translocation is independent of these three factors. Setting kds

translocation = 0 reduces this 

kinetic mechanism to the Betterton model.

The kinetics equation derived from the mechanism of Scheme 1 is given by (see section 3 in 

supplementary discussion):

(1)

where

Here v(F) is the overall translation rate under force F; fopen(F) is the probability that the 

junction is open at force F; vds = v(fopen = 0) is the rate of ribosome translation through a 

closed junction; vss = v(fopen = 1) is the rate of ribosome translation through an open 

junction.

The probability that the junction is open, fopen(F), depends on the number of base pairs 

opened per translocation step (here 3) and is quantified by the thermodynamic stability of 

the base pairs ΔGbp. This probability also depends on the effect of force applied to the ends 

of the hairpin, ΔGF, and on the destabilization of the junction induced by the ribosome, ΔGd. 

Since under our experimental condition the translocation step is rate-limiting for translation 

(see section 4 in supplementary discussion and Figure S7),
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(2)

We used mfold19 to calculate ΔGbp; the values give good agreement with our experimental 

results on folding/unfolding RNA with optical tweezers (Figure S8). ΔGF is calculated using 

the wormlike-chain expression for force vs. extension20. The parameters fit to the 

experimental results are ΔGd, vss, and vds. The 50% and 100% G•C sequence unwinding 

were fitted independently and yielded the same values of ΔGd = 0.9 kcal/mole per base pair, 

and vss = 0.43 or 0.44 codon/sec (Figure 2b and Table S2). The value of ΔGd so obtained is 

in the same range as determined for the T7 DNA helicase12 and HIV-1 RT15. The best fit 

values of vds are 0.23 and 0.16 codon/sec for the unwinding of 50% and 100% G•C-

containing hairpins, respectively.

Therefore, our data indicate that the ribosome uses two active mechanisms to promote 

junction unwinding: open-state stabilization (the role traditionally described for active 

helicases in the Betterton model, characterized by ΔGd), and mechanical unwinding (a new 

active mechanism in which the ribosome translocates by applying force to the closed state of 

the junction, characterized by vds). In the first mechanism, the ribosome binds and interacts 

preferentially with the open form of the junction, favoring this state in the thermal 

fluctuations (corresponding to increasing kopen/kclosed in Scheme 1), therefore increasing the 

probability for the ribosome to translocate unhindered. It has been shown for helicases that 

such interactions do not require an external energy source because it is a result of the affinity 

between the helicase and the junction21. No known nucleic acid helicase motifs are found in 

ribosomal proteins; however, a mutational study implicated several positively charged 

residues on ribosomal proteins S3 and S4 at the mRNA entry site in ribosome helicase 

activity, presumably by preferentially interacting with phosphate groups on the single-

stranded mRNA backbone7. The identical value of ΔGd extracted from unwinding of the 

50% and 100% G•C-containing hairpins indicate that the open-state stabilization mechanism 

in ribosomes has no significant base preference.

In the Betterton model, the ribosome can only translocate when encountering an open-state 

junction, whether occurring naturally or induced by the ribosome. However, when the 

ribosome encounters the junction in the closed state, the mechanical unwinding mechanism 

comes into play, allowing the ribosome to break open the junction and translocate forward. 

A translating ribosome can thus use part of the energy of GTP hydrolysis and peptide bond 

formation, coupled to its translocation, to apply force and rip the junction open. The force 

applied by the ribosome on the junction lowers the free energy barrier between the pre-

translocation closed state and the post-translocation state, therefore opening this reaction 

path (labeled by kds
translocation in Scheme 1). The smaller value of vds for unwinding 100% 

G•C than for unwinding 50% G•C indicates that increasing G•C content increases this 

barrier.

The molecular mechanism of ribosome translocation along mRNA is of intense current 

interest22. Cryo-EM studies of ribosome translocation intermediates stalled by a pseudoknot 

revealed a distorted conformation of the P-site tRNA, suggesting tension on the 

tRNA•mRNA linkage1. Our results provide direct evidence that such tension could be used 
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to open the RNA junction. Thus, we postulate that inter- and intra-subunit ribosomal 

conformational changes associated with translocation22-27 generate a force that pulls on the 

tRNA•mRNA complex and promotes unwinding at the mRNA entry site (Figure 3). This 

tension may mediate ribosomal sensing of a high translocation barrier from a stable 

downstream mRNA structure, and give rise to the observed strong correlation between 

frameshifting efficiency and pseudoknot mechanical stability28. Single-molecule studies29 

have found that the rupture force between a ribosome and an mRNA goes from essentially 

zero with no tRNAs bound to 15 pN with tRNAs in both the P-and A-sites; this high 

mechanical stability of the tRNA•mRNA linkage is needed to communicate mechanical 

tension to the base-paired hairpin at the mRNA entry site during translocation.

The unwinding mechanisms revealed in our studies serve as a quantitative basis for 

understanding how elongation rates are regulated by structured mRNAs. What are the 

physiological consequences of a second, active mechanism for the ribosomal helicase? First, 

the existence of a mechanism that uses translocation energy to disrupt the single-strand/

double-strand junction insures a minimal basal rate of translation in the cell. It should also 

facilitate stripping off potential roadblocks to elongation such as mRNA-binding proteins, 

tRNAs, etc. Second, it means that no regular secondary structure represents an 

insurmountable barrier for the ribosome. Instead, specialized, mechanically-stable 

structures, such as pseudoknots1 or combinations of such structures (hairpins and internal 

Shine-Dalgarno sequences2) are used to temporarily stall the ribosome, thus providing a 

mechanical basis for cellular regulation of elongation rates. The existence of this additional 

mechanical unwinding mechanism in ribosomes suggests that it may also be employed by 

other helicases, especially those with interdomain or intersubunit motions. The proposed 

unwinding model gives testable predictions for ribosomes bearing mutations in ribosomal 

proteins at the mRNA entry site or in proteins critical for translocation30. Such studies will 

help elucidate the detailed underlying molecular interactions involved in ribosome function 

and in the two active unwinding mechanisms established here.

Methods

The materials, protocols, and experimental procedures have been described in our previous 

study8, except that an optical tweezers instrument with higher spatial resolution was used for 

this study. All data were obtained at 24.5-26.5 °C.

Translation steps in each trajectory were detected by algorithms written in Matlab. The 

pause times from all ribosomes under the same experimental condition were pooled together 

to calculate the average translation rate by a boot-strapping method: i) half of all pause times 

are randomly selected, histogrammed, and fitted to a single exponential; ii) this procedure is 

repeated for >1000 times; iii) the average translation rate and its error are determined as the 

average and the standard deviation/ √2 of the fitted rate constants from all the repeats. This 

procedure is very insensitive to the bin size used.

In Equation 2, The effect of force on the free energy of the open junction, ΔGF, is calculated 

from the worm-like chain model20 for RNA single strands as , 
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where xnt(F′) is the total extension of the single-strands released per translocation step under 

force F′.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 
Experimental setup. a, Schematic drawing showing the attachment of the ends of the mRNA 

hairpin to the two beads8. The mRNA sequences are shown in Figure S1. b, A trajectory for 

translation of hpValGC50 mRNA under 18 pN force (gray: 1000 Hz; red: 10 Hz). Extension 

change is in units of number of base pairs (bp) opened. Hopping of the residual hairpin is 

observed at the end of the trajectory due to its instability under force. Inset: zoomed-in view 

of step-wise extension change for two steps (100 Hz).
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Figure 2. 
Dependence of translation rate on force and mRNA G•C content. a, Schematic drawing 

showing that when the ith codon in the A site (magenta) is translated, the subsequent 

translocation corresponds to unwinding the (i+4)th codon downstream (green) because the 

ribosome covers about 13 bases of single-stranded mRNA from its P site to the mRNA entry 

site. Only the sequence in the hairpin region is shown. b, Left panel: translation rate 

dependence on force for hpValGC50 mRNA (∼50% G•C unwinding). (i) Blue circles: 

experimental data. (ii) Black solid, dashed, and dot-dashed lines: predicted force 

dependence by the Betterton model, v = vss·fopen, with ΔGd = 0, 1.1, and 2.2 kcal/mole per 

bp, respectively. The three lines represent (solid) a totally passive helicase, (dashed) the best 

fit to FM and the high-force plateau, and (dot-dashed) the best fit to the two plateaus, 

respectively. (iii) Blue line: best fit by Equation 1: v = vss·fopen + vds·(1-fopen). The three 

fitting parameters, vss, vds, and ΔGd, largely determine the high-force plateau, the low-force 

plateau, and ΔFM (the shift in FM relative to a totally passive helicase), respectively. Right 

panel: Translation rate dependence on force for hpValGC100 mRNA with 100% G•C 

unwinding (red circles) and the best fit by Equation 1 (red line). The data and best fit for 

hpValGC50 mRNA (blue; from the left panel) is shown again for reference. The fitting 

results for both mRNAs are summarized in Table S1. n = 39-120 ribosomes for hpValGC50 

and 16-29 ribosomes for hpValGC100, respectively, at each force. The error bars are the 

s.e.m.
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Figure 3. 
The molecular arrangement of a translocating ribosome. a, The structure of the 30S subunit 

viewed from the mRNA entry site. About 30 nucleotides of single-stranded mRNA (orange) 

enter the ring-shaped mRNA entry site formed by the three colored ribosomal proteins, and 

wrap around the neck domain between the head and body. Secondary structures of the 

mRNA are excluded from the ribosome. b, Proposed ribosome unwinding mechanisms. The 

ribosome is rendered transparent so that the mRNA and the tRNAs inside can be clearly 

seen. Several base pairs (red) are destabilized by the ribosomal proteins at the entry site, 

which biases junction thermal fluctuations toward opening. Before translocation, the tRNAs 

(yellow) shift to the hybrid state (dashed). Then driven by ribosomal conformational 

changes, the tRNA anticodons translocate from the P and A sites on the 30S subunit to the E 

and P sites, and pull the mRNA along (black arrow). When encountering an open junction, 

translocation rectifies the junction opening events. Upon encountering a closed junction, the 

pulling force on the mRNA breaks open the mRNA junction at the entry site. The 50S and 

30S subunits are from PDB files 2AW4 and 2AVY, respectively, and are modeled using 

PyMOL. The tRNAs and mRNA are for illustration purpose only.
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Scheme 1. 
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